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The British Accent makes it sooo much understandable...lol
ziggyboomy 6 months ago 3👍

best animation ever for biology clip
vedant1411 1 month ago 2👍
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Add a channel now to post a comment!

I am SO getting an A!!!!!!
Curtisthecrumble 2 weeks ago

fantastic video!
VanHalen2882 2 weeks ago

yeah this rocked my socks off.
ercwst 1 month ago

i have gotten an A for bio test last week after watching this video
outonam 1 month ago

Thank you so, so, so, so much for creating this. Wow. I was just saved a long, painful attempt at understanding this by reading about it.
flamingosnflipflops 2 months ago 2👍

this is amazing! Thanks so much. :D
Narcinaru 4 months ago

The best thing i've seen in a while, mercy bien!! Xx
NotInMyShop 5 months ago

THANK YOU!!!!!!!
CalemBendell 5 months ago
Spectacular Science: The Lifecycle of a Mushroom

by Thomas Beg

5 months ago

Spectacular Science is a collaborative project between the University for the Creative Arts & the University of Kent which aims to provide a wide audience with access to scientific knowledge and support the education of students in science subjects.

http://vimeo.com/31324153
Really enjoyed this! kuriositas.com/2011/10/lifecycle-of-mushroom.html

Thanks!

Thomas Beg 5 months ago

Many thanks. :-)

liz barnett 5 months ago

Mind bending! Loved it!

Thomas Beg 5 months ago

Thank you :-)!

Lisa Barcy 5 months ago

Fabulous. A healthy dose of Oskar Fischinger in there as well!

Thomas Beg 5 months ago

Thanks! Just checked out, Motion Painting No. 1. Thoroughly absorbing!

Love your animations too :-)!

Robert Schiffbauer 4 months ago

Wonderful!

Thomas Beg 4 months ago

Cheers!

Lisa Barcy 5 months ago

Hmm... the music was great, but I was confused by the video itself. Perhaps a title or some sort of context could help.

Thomas Beg 5 months ago

Yeah, you're right about the video itself. The music was very nice though.

Robert Schiffbauer 4 months ago

It was indeed. I was very surprised by how calming it was.